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Abstract—Since user demand for a Video-on-demand (VoD)
service varies with time in one-day period, provisioning self-
owned servers for the peak load it must sustain a few hours
per day leads to bandwidth underutilization at other times.
Content clouds, e.g. Amazon CloudFront and Azure CDN, let
VoD providers pay by bytes for bandwidth resources, potentially
leading to cost savings even if the unit rate to rent a machine
from a cloud provider is higher than the rate to own one. In
this paper, based on long-term traces from two large-scale VoD
systems and temporal development model of content clouds, we
tackle challenges, design and potential benefits in migrating VoD
services into the hybrid cloud-assisted deployment, where the
user requests are partly served by the self-owned servers and
partly served by the cloud.

Our measurements show that the popularity of the most
popular videos decays so quickly, for example, by 11% after
one hour that it poses large challenges on updating videos
in the cloud. However, the trace-driven evaluations show that
our proposed migration strategies (active, reactive and smart
strategies), although simply based on the current information,
can make the hybrid cloud-assisted VoD deployment save up to
30% bandwidth expense compared with the Clients/Server mode.
They can also handle unpredicted the flash crowd traffic with
little cost. It also shows that the cloud price and server bandwidth
chosen play the most important roles in saving cost, while the
cloud storage size and cloud content update strategy play the
key roles in the user experience improvement.

Keywords-content cloud; VoD; migration strategy; popularity
evolution; bandwidth cost savings

I. INTRODUCTION

Video-on-demand (VoD) has become an extremely popular

service in the Internet. Typically today’ ISPs bill a VoD

provider for bandwidth usage using the 95 percentile rule,

which works as follows: The average server bandwidth is mea-

sured every 5 minutes within each month. These bandwidth

measurements over a month form a set of values, and the 95

percentile value is the smallest number that is greater than

95% of the values in the set. Since the user demand for a

VoD service varies with time in one-day period, provisioning

self-owned servers for the 95 percentile value however it must

sustain a few hours per day leads to bandwidth underutilization

at other times. For example, in PPLive [6, 7], the utilization

ratio is less than 20% for more than 50% times with an average

value of 40%. The 95 percentile value is 5 times of the lowest

value. Moreover, the provision for a flash crowd is extremely

expensive even if the flash crowd can be predicted.

Fortunately, content cloud platforms (e.g., Amazon Cloud-

Front [1] and Azure CDN [2]) are becoming increasingly

popular. They are based on a ”pay-as-you-go” paradigm for

enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared

pool of configurable bandwidth and storage resources that can

be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management

effort. Hence, it is a good idea to develop a hybrid cloud-

assisted VoD delivery system. It is composed of four parts:

clients, self-owned servers (also called servers in short), cloud

storage and cloud CDN. The self-owned servers, which are

owned by the VoD providers, store all the original video

files, serve part of user requests and upload videos to the

cloud storage. The cloud storage stores part of video files and

pushes these videos to its cloud CDN. The cloud CDN delivers

streaming content using a global network of edge locations.

The requests for videos are automatically routed to the nearest

edge location, thus the contents are delivered with the best

possible performance. Both the cloud storage and the cloud

CDN are owned by cloud providers.

Based on the hybrid cloud-assisted VoD development, the

clients can download video data either from the servers or

from the cloud. The content clouds let VoD providers pay by

bytes for the bandwidth resources, potentially leading to cost

savings even if the unit rate to rent a machine from a cloud

provider is higher than the rate to own one. For example, our

analyses show that VoD providers can save more than 30%

bandwidth expense by migrating 40% traffic to the cloud, if the

unit bandwidth price of the cloud is twice as that of the ISPs.

Furthermore, the hybrid cloud-assisted deployment can handle

burst traffic with trivial cost compared with over-provisioning

in the self-owned servers. It just needs to buy more cloud

storage. And if there is burst traffic, the additional requests

can be directed to the cloud.

Since a large-scale VoD site can store hundreds of thousands

of videos and a large volume of traffic are directed to the cloud

in our hybrid solution, it is required that cloud must store a

huge amount of files to serve such traffic. While the expense

to upload those files is high, including the cloud storage cost

and especially the bandwidth cost for uploading video to the

cloud, we should carefully design our migration strategy: How

much traffic should be directed to the cloud? How many files

should be stored in the cloud and what are they? Should we

update the set of videos stored in the cloud? And how do we

update? Obviously, our target of designing a good migration

strategy is to save the aggregate cost while minimize the unmet

user requests as much as possible. In order to save the cloud

storage cost and updating cost, we choose to store the most
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popular videos. Even though, the cloud content updating cost

can be very high, since the video popularity changes very

frequently. For example, our measurements show that 11% of

top-5000 videos in Hulu [5] will be changed after an hour.

A good update strategy should consider many aspects. For

example, it is expected to utilize the server bandwidth when

the servers are idle. It is also expected to upload videos that

will be popular in near future. Furthermore, the difficulty to

predict the videos’popularity prediction makes our task even

harder.

For the first time, this paper studies the challenges, design

and potential benefits of the hybrid cloud-assisted VoD deploy-

ment. We first propose a cloud-assisted VoD architecture and

formulate the problem. Then using the traces from two large-

scale VoD systems, we extract many key characteristics of

large-scale VoD systems that are relevant to the hybrid cloud-

assisted deployment. Finally, we design three heuristic migra-

tion strategies and make extensive trace-driven performance

evaluation.

The contribution of this paper are as follows:

(1) We collect the traces from two large-scale VoD services,

Hulu and PPLive. The Hulu trace contains the top-5000 most

popular videos information every hour over one month. The

PPLive trace contains three parts: the simultaneous online

users every 5 minutes over 10 months; the integrated server

bandwidth load; and the video popularity distribution. We

process these data to extract many of the key characteristics

of large-scale Internet VoD deployments. Particular attention

is given to the characteristics relevant to the cloud migration

deployment.

(2) Aiming to meet the clients’ requests while minimizing

the total bandwidth cost, we design three heuristic migration

strategies (active, reactive and smart strategy), that only need

current system information. Our evaluation results show that

the smart strategy, which updates the set of videos in the cloud

once a day, is sufficient. It is efficient and cost-saving, while

the active and reactive strategies, which update multiple times

a day, can provide a better user experience at higher costs.

(3) We explore the traces from PPLive and Hulu to drive

simulations for the hybrid cloud-assisted deployment. The

results show that: (a) The hybrid cloud-assisted deployment

can save around 30% bandwidth expense based on current the

unit bandwidth price of cloud and that of the ISPs. It also

can handle unpredicted flash crowd with very little cost by

the cloud storage over-provisioning. (b) The chosen of the

server bandwidth capacity play the most important role in the

cost savings. (c) The cloud storage size and the cloud content

update strategy play the key roles in user experience.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II,

we propose a hybrid cloud-assisted VoD delivery architecture,

analyze its cost composition and formulate the problem. Sec-

tion III presents characteristics of large-scale VoD services,

and shows potentials and challenges of the hybrid cloud-

assisted VoD delivery architecture. In Section IV, we propose

three heuristic migration strategies to solve these challenges.

Section V presents evaluation, using real traces from two large-

scale VoD systems Hulu and PPLive. We present related work

in Section VI before concluding in Section VII.

II. HYBRID CLOUD-ASSISTED VOD DELIVERY MODEL

In this section, we describe the architecture, the cost com-

position, and the problem formulation of the hybrid cloud-

assisted VoD systems, based on architecture and pricing of

Amazon AWS [1, 3] and Microsoft Azure [2, 4].

A. System architecture

As shown in Fig. 1, there are four components in a hy-

brid cloud-assisted VoD delivery system: clients, self-owned

servers (also called servers in short), cloud storage and cloud

CDN. The self-owned servers, which are owned by the VoD

providers, store all the original video files, serve part of the

user requests and upload videos to the cloud storage. The cloud

storage stores a part of video files and pushes them to the

cloud CDN in order to get a better user experience. The cloud

CDN delivers streaming content using a global network of

edge locations. The requests for your objects are automatically

routed to the nearest edge location, thus the contents are

delivered with the best possible performance. Both the cloud

storage and cloud CDN are owned by the cloud providers.

Fig. 1. System architecture

Based on this architecture, there are four kinds of traffic:

The clients download the videos from both the cloud CDN and

the self-owned servers. The self-owned servers upload videos

to the cloud storage. The cloud storage pushes these videos to

the cloud CDN.

B. Cost composition

The cost under the cloud-assisted VoD delivery mode can

be divided into four parts (note that the cloud providers do

not charge video providers for the data transfer between the

cloud storage and the cloud CDN):

(1) Self-owned server bandwidth cost: it includes the band-

width consumed to deliver videos to the clients and to upload

the videos to the cloud.

(2) Out-cloud bandwidth cost: the bandwidth consumed to

deliver videos from the cloud CDN to the clients.

(3) Into-cloud bandwidth cost: the bandwidth cost charged

by cloud providers for the video uploading.
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(4) cloud storage cost: the cost for disk space that storage

videos in the cloud.

C. Problem formulation

Now we formulate the cost and the unmet user requests. To

make the problem easy to discuss but without losing essence

of this problem, we quantize time into discrete time slots,

which may be a few minutes to several hours (e.g., one hour

in our experiment). Table I gives all the notations of our

formation. Eq. 1 gives the total cost of the cloud-assisted

VoD system during the time T*L. It includes four parts as

is shown in Subsection B. Eq. 2 gives the unmet user requests

during the time T*L. There will be unmet user requests, if

the self-owned servers and the cloud can not provide enough

bandwidth capacity for the average system bandwidth demand.

Eq. 3 gives the constraint for the server bandwidth used for

the user requests–it must be less than either the total system

bandwidth demand or the total self-owned servers bandwidth

capacity.

TABLE I
NOTATIONS OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Notation Definition
T time slot size
L experiment length in terms of time slots
vi video i
M(t) set of migrated videos during tth time slot
Di(t) average user demand for video i during time slot t
D(t) average system bandwidth requests during time slot t
Zi size of video i
Cserver self-owned servers bandwidth capacity
Scloud cloud storage size
U(t) average server bandwidth for user requests during time slot t
S(t) set of videos in the cloud during time slot t
Pi, i =
1, 2, 3, 4

the unit price of into-cloud data transfer, out-cloud data
transfer, server bandwidth, and cloud storage

Total cost (TC) is defined as Eq. 1:

TC =
∑

t=1,...,L

(
∑

vj∈M(t)

P1Zj + P2(D(t) − U(t))T )

+P3CserverTL + P4ScloudTL (1)

Unmet user requests (UUR) is defined as Eq. 2:

UUR =
∑

t=1,...,L

Max(0, D(t) − (
∑

vj∈S(t)

Dj(t) + U(t)))

(2)

Constraints:

U(t) ≤ Min(D(t), Cserver), t = 1,...,L (3)

The target of a migration strategy is to minimize the total

cost while making the unmet user requests zero. Actually, we

use normalized cost and normalized unmet user requests as the

performance metrics in the Section V. The normalized cost

is defined as the ratio of the total cost under cloud-assisted

VoD systems (shown in Eq. 1) divided by the total cost under

Clients/Server-based VoD systems. The normalized unmet user

requests is defined as the ratio of total unmet user requests

under cloud-assisted VoD systems (shown in Eq. 2) divided by

total user requests. The measurements of VoD services in the

next section will show the potential and challenges in gaining

our target.

III. CHARACTERISTICS OF LARGE-SCALE VOD SERVICES,

POTENTIALS AND DESIGN CHALLENGES

In this section, we report the characteristics of large-scale

VoD services, which shed insight on an eventual hybrid cloud-

assisted deployment for VoD. Then based on these obser-

vations, we discuss potentials of hybrid mitigation of VoD

services to content cloud and its design challenges. In Sections

IV and V, we will use this trace data to explore the design

and potential benefits of the hybrid cloud-assisted deployment

separately.

A. Trace collections

We collect the data traces from a leading VoD provider

in America, Hulu, and a leading VoD provider in China,

PPLive. They are two large-scale VoD applications, which

mainly provide movies and TVs.

The Hulu trace, which was crawled from its website [14],

contains the information of top-5000 most popular videos,

including video name, popularity rank, video length (in

terms of time), and category. Each page lists twenty videos,

hence top-5000 videos are listed in 250 successive pages (

http://www.hulu.com/popular?h=18&page=Page#&timeframe=today,

Page#=1,2,3,...,250). They are collected every hour over one

month (starting from November 20th, 2010). The PPLive

trace, which was collected by the PPLive’s log servers,

contains three parts: the simultaneous online users evolutions;

the aggregate server bandwidth load; the video popularity

distribution. The PPLive trace was collected every 5 minutes

over 10 months. We will combine the two traces to make a

trace-driven evaluation in Section V.

B. User demand evolution and potentials

Based on our long-term measurements, we find the user

demand generally exhibits similar daily patterns and similar

peak values every day. However, to illustrate how the hybrid

cloud-assisted deployment can handle the flash crowd well,

Fig. 2 chooses two special consecutive days–November 22nd

and 23th, 2010. One 24 set TV series were published on

November 22nd. First, we can see that the number of si-

multaneous users achieves its highest value at about 21:00

and the lowest point appears at about 7:00 with the highest

value 5 times of the lowest one. Second, the peak user demand

suddenly increases by nearly 25% in next day. Even if service

operators can predict the size of this flash crowd correctly,

the provision is very cost for them in the self-owned servers.

Later in Section V, we can see cloud-assisted architecture can

handle flash crowd very easily and economically.

Typically today the ISPs bills a customer (such as a VoD

provider) for bandwidth usage using the 95 percentile rule.

Instead, cloud providers charge data transfer with pay-as-you-

go mode. For example, Amazon CloudFront [1] charges $0.15
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Fig. 2. Simultaneous online users in two-days period

/GB in United States and $0.201 / GB in Japan for first 10

TB/month. It only charges $0.03 /GB in United States and

$0.075 / GB in Japan over 1000 TB/month.

From above measurements, we find that the server utiliza-

tion is very low. Thus, there is a immense possibility that the

VoD providers can get benefits if they buy less server band-

width from a ISP and let additional user requests be served by

the cloud. Table II shows the potential bandwidth cost savings

under the cloud-assisted VoD delivery mode. The normalized

cloud price is defined as the ratio of unit cloud price divided

by the ISP’s price. The normalized bandwidth cost is defined

as the ratio of server bandwidth cost under cloud-assisted VoD

delivery mode divided by that under traditional Clients/Server

mode. The unit bandwidth price of the ISPs [15] and the clouds

[1] very from different providers and we find the normalized

unite cloud price is generally from 1 to 10. We only focus on

the cased where normalized unite cloud price is from 1 to 5,

since the benefits might be trivial if the potential bandwidth

savings are less than 10%. The unit price of content cloud is

expected to be lower with its technology advance.

TABLE II
POTENTIAL BANDWIDTH COST SAVINGS UNDER CLOUD-ASSISTED VOD

DELIVERY MODE

normalized cloud price 1 2 3 4 5 ≥6
normalized bandwidth cost 0.48 0.67 0.75 0.79 0.84 >0.9

C. Video popularity distribution

Since a large volume of user requests are directed to a cloud

in our hybrid solution, it should be guaranteed that the videos

in the cloud can attract no less requests than what should

be severed by cloud. In order to reduce cloud storage cost,

it is always a good idea to store the most popular videos

in the cloud. Then, some natural questions raised are: How

many videos should we upload to the cloud? How much

cloud storage do we need to store those videos? In order to

solve those questions, we need to know the video popularity

distribution. Fig. 3 plots the CDF (Cumulative Distribution

Function) of simultaneous peers against video ranks. The

horizontal axis represents the popularity of videos, with video

ranks normalized between 1 and 100. The graph shows that

the top 10% popular videos attract nearly 50% views and the

top 20% popular videos attract nearly 70% views. This result

infers that we can employ our hybrid solution with a limited

cloud storage cost.
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Fig. 3. Video popularity distribution

D. Video popularity evolution and design challenges

Although the VoD providers can get benefits from the

bandwidth cost reduction for the user requests, they also have

to pay additional expense for the data transfer between the

cloud and the self-owned servers. Thus, if the set of the most

popular videos changes too frequently, it will cost the VoD

providers a lot of money to upload current most popular videos

to the cloud. In this section, we measure the video popularity

evolution of the top-5000 most popular videos provided by

Hulu. We investigate how quickly the popularity ranks and

the aggregate popularity of top-k most popular videos change

over time. Our data analyses show that the video popularity

changed very frequently, which means a lot of videos in the

cloud should be replaced.
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Fig. 4. Popularity decay of videos in the cloud under different cloud storage
sizes

Fig. 4 shows the popularity decay of the most popular videos

in the cloud under different cloud storage sizes. We assume

that the cloud stores a certain number of the most popular

videos at the start time, and never updates those videos. We
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Fig. 5. Popularity decay of videos in the cloud when cloud storage size is
1000 files

consider different sample times, and gives the average value

in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 shows the corresponding average, maximum

value and minimum value to that in Fig. 4, when the cloud

storage size is 1000 files. From Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, we can find

that: (1) The popularity evolution shows daily pattern. (2) The

popularity of the most popular videos decays by 20% after the

first day and decays another 20% after anther nine days. (3)

Similar popularity decay patterns are shown under different

cloud storage sizes. (4) The little difference among average,

maximum and minimum decay curves shows that popularity

decay patterns are not related to the start time.

Since the popularity of the most popular videos demon-

strates an obvious decay within the first day, we further

examine how the popularity transition from hot to warm

happens in a one-day period. We match every current top-k

video with all top-k videos an hour(or two hours...) later, and

define the total number of unmatched videos as the number

of videos leaving top-k. Fig. 6 shows the average number

of videos leaving top-k after an hour, three hours, six hours,

twelve hours and one day. We find that: (1) On average, 11%

of videos will leave the top-k most popular videos after an

hour, 22% after three hours, 30% after six hours, 35% after

twelve hours, and interestingly back to 28% after one day.

(2) The update cost will be increased very much, if the cloud

update the top-k videos in each hour instead of every 24 hours.

(3) The number of videos that leave top-k is nearly linear to

the value of k. (4) It is very interesting that less videos leave

the top-k list after one day than after six hours and twelve

hours. One possible explanation is that people tend to focus

on the same kind of videos during the same time next day.

Fig. 7 plots the average percentage of the videos that leave

top-k after different three-hours slots. We find the values show

significant differences under different three-hours slots. The

sharp rank changes happen during the office hours (9am-5pm)

and the turn of one day (0am-3am). One possible explanation

for this may be that Hulu generally publishes new videos

during office hours and the beginning of a day.

Fig. 8 plots the percentage of the videos that leave the top-

5000 list after one day and three hours. Since we takes many
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Fig. 6. Average number of videos leaving the list of top-k most popular
videos after 1, 3, 6, 12, and 24 hours
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samples, it plots the average, maximum and minimum values.

The horizontal axis is the start time. For example, the vertical

value at horizontal axis 0 means that on average, 13% videos

leave the top-5000 list from 0am to 2am, and 30% from 0am to

0am next day. We can witness a obvious fluctuation of changes

whin one day and a bigger fluctuation of changes whin three

hours. This fact means that it is very difficult to predict the

popularity change in the future based on the previous statistic

information.
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IV. MIGRATION STRATEGIES

A migration strategy can be divided into three parts: (1)

choose a server bandwidth capacity; (2) choose a cloud storage

size; (3) choose a cloud content update strategy. In this section,

we design three cloud content update strategies and discuss the

affect of the server capacity and cloud storage size.

A. Cloud content update strategies

Since our measurements show that it is difficult to predict

the system information in the future, we will propose three

heuristic update strategies, which only use current information,

such as the video popularity. In the next section, we will find

these simple strategies can achieve near-optimal results.

1) Active strategy: According to Fig. 2, there is much

idle server bandwidth in the morning, which provides an

opportunity to reduce the cloud content update cost. We can

upload more videos in the morning and thus fewer in the

evening. This can utilize the free server bandwidth in the

morning and hopefully reduce uploading load in the peak time.

But it may increase the unnecessary uploading, because video

popularity changes so quickly that some videos uploaded in the

morning might be not popular any more in the evening. Based

on this idea, we design a strategy called active strategy, which

works as follows: It uploads current most popular videos to the

cloud and replaces most unpopular videos in the cloud. Ui is

equal to total user bandwidth demand when total user demand

is smaller than the total server bandwidth Cserver. But when

the total user demand is bigger than Cserver, the servers must

reserve enough bandwidth to update the most popular videos.

2) Reactive strategy: To reduce unnecessary uploading,

conversely we can upload videos only if the videos in the

cloud can not attract enough requests. But this method may

introduce very large uploading server bandwidth demand in

the peak time. Based on this idea, we design a strategy called

reactive strategy, which works as follows: It uploads videos

only if when total user demand is bigger than the total server

bandwidth Cserver. Ui is equal to total user bandwidth demand

when the total user demand is smaller than Cserver. But

when the total user demand is bigger than Cserver, self-owned

servers must reserve enough bandwidth to update most popular

videos to the cloud.

3) Smart strategy: Exploring the advantages of both ideas,

we propose our last strategy called smart strategy, which works

as follows: It uploads videos only once in one-day period when

there is idle server upload capacity. It replaces the videos so

that all videos in the cloud are most popular at that moment.

B. Server bandwidth capacity and cloud storage size

The chosen of server capacity is related with unit price of

cloud data transfer. Generally higher unit price of cloud data

transfer is, more server bandwidth capacity should be chosen.

The chosen of cloud storage size should be related to how

many user requests will be migrated to the cloud. Generally,

more requests are migrated to the cloud, bigger cloud storage

size should be chosen. In the next section, we will explore how

these two factors affect unmet user requests and total cost.

V. TRACE-DRIVEN EVALUATIONS

In this section, we use the traces of Hulu and PPLive to

gain critical insights of the hybrid cloud-assisted deployment.

Generally the VoD services have seasonal or other periodic

demand variation. But they also face some unexpected demand

bursts. We evaluate our migration strategies in both cases. The

performance metrics are the normalized cost and normalized

unmet user requests, which are defined in Section II. We use

the trace data shown in Section III as experiment parameters,

such as the video popularity distribution and evolution. We set

5000 files as the system scale.

A. Steady-state scenario

In this subsection, we study the performance of our three

migration strategies in steady-state scenario. We define the

steady-state scenario as where user demand shows predicable

periodic demand variation. In the steady-state scenario, we can

smartly provision server bandwidth capacity and cloud storage

size based on previous user demand information.
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Fig. 9 shows the normalized cost under different storage

sizes and update strategies. The low bound cost is defined as

the cost that excludes the cloud content update cost. We find

the performance curves of all three update strategies are not
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far from the lower bound curve. Specifically, the cost under

the smart strategy is very close to the lower bound value

and almost doesn’t increase with the cloud storage size. We

configure P1=P2=2*P3 in both Fig. 9 and Fig. 10.

Fig. 10 shows the normalized unmet user requests under dif-

ferent storage sizes and update strategies. The only difference

between active and reactive strategies is whether videos in the

cloud should be updated when the servers have free bandwidth.

Since it does not make different unmet user requests during

this period, active and reactive update strategies give totally

the same results. Compared with these two strategies, the

smart strategy gives worse results. The performance however

becomes much better with a larger cloud storage. From Fig. 9,

we know that the aggregate cost increases very little with the

increase of cloud storage under the smart strategy. Therefore,

the smart update strategy can be a better strategy weighting

the trade-off of the cost and user experience.
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Fig. 12. Normalized unmet requests under different server capacities

Fig. 11 shows the normalized cost under different server

bandwidth capacities and unit bandwidth prices. Since the

smart update strategy can be a better strategy weighting the

trade-off of cost and user experience, we simply configure the

smart strategy as the update strategy. We set cloud storage

size as 1000 files. These settings are also for Fig. 12. We find

both server capacity and unit cloud price play the significant

roles in cost savings. We also find both too much or too little

of server bandwidth will lead to bad results. Generally the

proper server bandwidth is from 40% to 60% of the peak user

demand. Hence, we set 50% for experiments of Fig. 9 and

Fig. 10.

Fig. 12 shows the normalized unmet user requests under

different server capacities. The unmet user requests will be

reduced quickly with the increase of the server bandwidth

capacity. In this experiment, the unmet user requests become

zero when the server bandwidth capacity is more than 30% of

the peak user demand.

B. Flash crowd scenario

We define the flash crowd scenario as where the daily user

demand pattern changes suddenly and the peak value becomes

much higher than previous days. In this scenario, the decision

is also made based on the previous information. We configure

P1=P2=2*P3. Here we only use the reactive and smart strategy,

since the active strategy shows no advantages against them.
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Fig. 13. Normalized unmet user requests under different strategies

Fig. 13 shows the normalized unmet user requests under

different content update strategies and cloud storage sizes. The

”predictable strategy” refers to the strategy that can correctly

predict flash crowds and chooses an optimal server capacity

based on the correct user demand. Conversely, the ”unpre-

dictable strategy” refers to the strategy that can not predict

flash crowds and chooses an non-optimal server capacity

based on the previous user demand. We find the performance

is decreased by around 2% if we do not predict the flash

crowd. We also find there is 0.25% unmet user requests under

the Clients/Server-based VoD development. The unmet user

requests under the reactive update strategy are reduced to zero

when the cloud size is more than 900 files. So, the hybrid

cloud-assisted VoD development can handle flash crowd easily

by setting a bigger cloud storage even if the sudden increased

user demand are not correctly predicted.

Fig. 14 shows the normalized cost under different cloud

content update strategies and cloud storage sizes. It shows

that the over-provision of the cloud storage and the wrong

forecast of the user demand do not add too much additional

cost. In sum, the hybrid cloud-assisted deployment can handle
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the flash crowd very well with very little cost. For example,

we use the reactive update strategy, and set storage size to be

1000 files, The aggregate cost is reduced by more than 32%.

C. A brief summary

Based on above analyses, we can achieve the flowing find-

ings: (1) The hybrid cloud-assisted VoD deployment can save

up to 30% bandwidth expense when the unit price of cloud is

twice as that of the ISPs. It also can handle the flash crowd

with less than 2% cost by cloud storage over-provisioning. (2)

The unit cloud price and server bandwidth chosen capacity

play the most important roles in cost savings. (3) The cloud

storage size and the cloud content update strategy play the key

roles in user experience.

VI. RELATED WORK

The aim of this paper is to minimize the server bandwidth

cost for VoD providers while handling all user requests. Peer-

to-Peer has been proved as an very efficient technology to save

the server bandwidth cost of VoD services [6, 7, 8]. However,

their users need to install an P2P client software for each VoD

application, which brings unconvince to users. cloud-assisted

VoD development is transparent to users and the users need

not to install any client software.

Armbrust et al. [10] argued that it is preferable that mi-

grating applications to Public cloud instead of running a self-

owned data center, especially when demand for a service varies

with time and when demand is unknown in advance. There

were many case studies of cloud migrations, most of which

focus on migration of enterpriser applications. Hajjat et al. [11]

studied the potential benefits of hybrid cloud deployments of

enterprise applications compared to all or nothing migrations.

They focused on applications that support payroll, travel and

expense reimbursement, customer relationship management,

and supply chain management. Khajeh-Hosseini et al. [12]

studied the potential benefits and risks associated with the

migration of an IT system in the oil and gas industry from

an in-house data center to Amazon EC2. Motahari-Nezhad et
al. [13] analyzed opportunities and challenges in outsourcing

business to the cloud computing services.

To our best knowledge, our paper is the first one that consid-

ers the challenges, design and potential benefits of the hybrid

cloud-assisted VoD deployment. Instead of computing and

database, bandwidth is the main resource we are concerned.

So, the main challenges and goals are very different from

previous works.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

For the first time, this paper considers the challenges,

design and potential benefits of the hybrid cloud-assisted VoD

deployment. We first develop a cloud-assisted VoD deployment

model and formulate the cost. Then using a nine-month PPLive

trace and a one-month Hulu trace, we extract many key

characteristics of large-scale VoD systems that are relevant

to the hybrid cloud-assisted deployment and analyze exiting

opportunities and challenges. Finally, we design three heuristic

migration strategies and make extensive trace-driven perfor-

mance evaluation. The simulation results show that our hybrid

cloud-assisted deployment can save up to 30% bandwidth

expense based on current data transfer price of content clouds

and ISPs. It can also handle flash crowd with little cost by the

cloud storage over-provisioning.

Besides Clients/Server-based VoD systems, there also exist

many P2P-based VoD systems (e.g., PPLive, PPStream [16],

and Joost [17]). But the cloud migration strategy will be

different, because the server bandwidth cost is not simply

linear to the video popularity. It is our future work to design

efficient migration strategies for them.
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